
Carpenter
Goodluck!

1. Where on a set of blueprints would you find the required window sizes?

A Window schedule B Elevation plan

C Window plan D Architectural plan

2. Gypsum wallboard generally comes in lengths at what interval?

A None of the above B 3'

C 5' D 2'

3. A contour line identifies the

A slope and elevations of the land. B direction of the water flow on the
land.

C direction of the land. D size of the land.

4. Should the fire alarm sound off, turn off machines and ____.

A Follow the class and instructor out the
the designated area

B Run out to the grass area

C Get under the table and hold on D Yell for help

5. Which one of the sawing operation is not related to circular saw machine?

A cross cutting B mould cutting

C Rip saw, D Miter cutting

6. What type of hammer is commonly selected for trim work?

A 28-ounce long handle waffle head B 16-ounce wood handle curved claw

C Framing hatchet D 20-ounce long handle straight claw
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1007. The term used to describe the recess that a hinge is installed is called the hinge _____ .

A butt B gain

C jamb D cut

1008. Which characteristic best describes the type of trees hardwood is sourced from?

A Cone bearing B Coniferous

C Broad-Leaf D Evergreen

1009. What is the term used for a door that comes with the door installed in the frame?

A Pre made B Pre built

C Ready built D Pre hung

1010. If you wanted to determine what type and use of building you're allowed to build on a
piece of property what would you refer to?

A Building code B Zoning regulations

C Building regulations D Building by laws

1011. What is the size of pattern?

A The size of pattern is slightly less in
dimension
than the casting

B The size of pattern is different than
size Casting.

C The pattern is equal dimensions of
casting

D The size of pattern is slightly larger in
dimension that the casting.

1012. C. clamp is used for

A All of the above B Cutting

C Pasting D Sawing
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